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BRUCE

Takii Seeds are a Japanese family owned
company. They are a world leading seed breeder
with over 185 years of experience in flowers and
vegetables. Takii have multiple strategically
located breeding sites around the world. This
includes the Netherlands for the breeding of
Rijnsburger onions.
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Takii and Agility have been working together for
three years. As part of this journey we are now
collaborating in both red and brown onions.
This work includes trialling of new precommercial varieties alongside the supply of the
Takii commercial portfolio. Our trials programme
includes work with independent bodies such
as NIAB and AHDB alongside research with key
stakeholders, agronomists and growers.
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As UK onion growers plan for 2021, we are delighted
to share results from the recent NIAB onion field
trials in our first crop report for this season.
Over the last three years’ of trials, Takii’s brown
variety Bruce has been consistently early to
mature (fig.1) with tall, erect dark foliage. Bruce
produces a high marketable yield with bulbs
in the 50-80mm grade and excellent storage
properties through to May (fig. 2 and fig. 3)
without any issues of breakdown.
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For further information on the Takii onion portfolio please call the Agility team on
+44 (0)2380 454676 or email sales@agilityag.com
All information concerning the varieties and their performance given orally or in writing by Agility Agriculture Ltd, Takii Seeds or their employees or agents is given in good faith, but is not to be taken as a representation by Agility Agriculture Ltd
or Takii Seeds as to performance and suitability of the varieties sold. Performance may depend on local climatic conditions and other environmental factors. Agility Agriculture Ltd and Takii Seeds assume no liability for the given information.
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RUBY STAR

Alongside the brown variety Bruce, Takii’s Ruby
Star is a superb red variety that brings ultimate
flexibility for the grower. Ruby Star is early to
mature and compares well to current early
maturing standards in the market (fig. 4) and
demonstrates excellent storage capabilities,
exceeding that of the market leaders until late
May (fig. 5). These storage characteristics are
ultimately ensuring the maximum possible
pack out yield for the grower.
“In these challenging times for UK onion
growers, the Takii onion pipeline is strong
and these varieties demonstrate the
enormous potential of the future material
that we will be able to offer to growers in the
UK and Ireland”, commented Jeremy Booth.
“It has been pleasing to see Ruby Star and
Bruce perform consistently well in recent
trials across various UK sites, including this
independent work at NIAB.”
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For further information on the Takii onion portfolio please call the Agility team on
+44 (0)2380 454676 or email sales@agilityag.com
All information concerning the varieties and their performance given orally or in writing by Agility Agriculture Ltd, Takii Seeds or their employees or agents is given in good faith, but is not to be taken as a representation by Agility Agriculture Ltd
or Takii Seeds as to performance and suitability of the varieties sold. Performance may depend on local climatic conditions and other environmental factors. Agility Agriculture Ltd and Takii Seeds assume no liability for the given information.

